
CONCERNING

ALLOCATION OF REVENUE SHARING FUND OF FORESTRY NATURAL RESOURCES FOR 2011 FISCAL YEAR

BY THE GRACE OF GOD ALMIGHTY

THE MINISTER OF FINANCE OF THE REPUBLIC OF INDONESIA,

Considering: a. that in order to implement the provisions of Article 27 paragraph (5) of Government Regulation Number 55 of 2005 concerning Balance Fund, Regulation of the Minister of Finance Number 19/PMK.07/2011 on Estimate of Revenue Sharing Fund Allocation of Forestry Natural Resources for 2011 Fiscal Year as amended by Regulation of the Minister of Finance Number 186/PMK.07/2011 has been stipulated;

b. that based on the reconciliation result of calculation of realized distribution and revenue of Revenue Sharing Fund of Forestry Natural Resources from January to October for 2011 Fiscal Year, it is necessary to carry out an adjustment to the Revenue Sharing Fund Allocation of Forestry Natural Resources for 2011 Fiscal Year;

c. that based on the considerations as referred in points a and b, it is necessary to stipulate a Regulation of the Minister of Finance concerning Revenue Sharing Fund Allocation of Forestry Natural Resources for 2011 Fiscal Year;

In view of: 1. Act Number 33 of 2004 concerning Financial
Balance between Central Government and Regional Government (State Gazette of the Republic of Indonesia of 2004 Number 126, Supplement to State Gazette of the Republic of Indonesia Number 4438);

2. Act Number 10 of 2010 concerning State Revenue and Expenditure Budget for 2011 Fiscal Year (State Gazette of the Republic of Indonesia of 2010 Number 126, Supplement to State Gazette of the Republic of Indonesia Number 5167) as amended by Act Number 11 of 2011 (State Gazette of the Republic of Indonesia of 2011 Number 81, Supplement to State Gazette of the Republic of Indonesia Number 5233);

3. Government Regulation Number 55 of 2005 concerning Fund Balance (State Gazette of the Republic of Indonesia of 2004 Number 137, Supplement to State Gazette of the Republic of Indonesia Number 4575);

4. Presidential Decree Number 56/P of 2010;

5. Regulation of the Minister of Finance Number 126/PMK.07/2007 concerning General Guidelines on the Use of Revenue Sharing Fund Allocation of Forestry Natural Resources of Reforestation Fund;

6. Regulation of the Minister of Finance Number 126/PMK.07/2010 concerning Implementation and Accountability of Transfer Budget to Regions;

Noting: Decree of the Minister of Forestry Number SK.709/Menhut-II/2010 concerning Stipulation of Producing Regions and Calculation Basis of Revenue Sharing Fund of Natural Resources of Forestry Sector for 2011;

DECIDES:

To stipulate REGULATION OF THE MINISTER OF FINANCE
CONCERNING ALLOCATION OF REVENUE SHARING FUND OF FORESTRY NATURAL RESOURCES FOR 2011 FISCAL YEAR.

Article 1

Revenue Sharing Fund Allocation of Forestry Natural Resources (Forestry DBH SDA) for 2011 Fiscal Year shall be based on the realized distribution and revenue of Forestry DBH SDA for 2011 Fiscal Year.

Article 2

Allocation of Forestry DBH SDA as referred in Article 1 is in the amount of Rp1,443,207,484,313 (one trillion four hundred and fortythree billion, two hundred and seven million four hundred and eightyfour thousand three hundred thirteen Rupiahs) with the following details:

a. Business License Fee of Forest Utilization amounting to Rp54,864,662,278 (fiftyfour billion eight hundred and sixty-four million six hundred and sixty-two thousand two hundred seventy-eight Rupiahs);

b. Provision of Forest Natural Resources amounting to Rp563,093,124,756 (five hundred and sixtythree million one hundred twenty-four thousand seven hundred and fifty six Rupiahs);

c. Reforestation Fund amounting to Rp552,614,796,621 (five hundred and fifty two billion six hundred and fourteen million seven hundred and ninetysix thousand six hundred and twentyone Rupiahs), and

d. Reserve Fund amounting to Rp272,634,900,658 (two hundred and seventytwo billion, six
hundred and thirtyfour million nine hundred thousand, six hundred and fiftyeight Rupiahs) with the following details:

a. Business License Fee of Forest Utilization amounting to Rp23,157,369,419 (twenty three billion one hundred and fiftyseven million three hundred and sixynine thousand four hundred nineteen Rupiahs);

b. Provision of Forest Natural Resources amounting to Rp122,101,799,746 (one hundred twentytwo billion one hundred one million seven hundred and ninetynine thousand seven hundred and fortysix Rupiahs), and

c. Reforestation Fund amounting to Rp127,375,731,493 (one hundred and twentyseven billion, three hundred and seventyfive million seven hundred and thirty one thousand four hundred ninety three Rupiahs).

Article 3

(1) Allocation of DBH as referred in Article 2 points a, b, and c shall bebased on the realized distribution and revenue of Forestry DBH SDA for 2011 Fiscal Year from January to October for 2011 Fiscal Year, which has been identified in its producing regions through DBH calculation data reconciliation mechanism between the Central Government and producing regions quarterly.

(2) Allocation of DBH as referred to Article 2 point d shall be based on the realized distribution and revenue of Forestry DBH SDA for 2011 Fiscal Year from January to October for 2011 Fiscal Year, which has not been identified in its producing regions and estimated revenue of Forestry DBH SDA of the period of November and December for 2011 Fiscal Year to be then placed
in the Reserve Fund Account of the Minister of Finance for 2011 Fiscal Year.

(3) Allocation Details of Forestry DBH SDA for 2011 Fiscal Year for provinces and regencies / cities are stated in Appendix, which constitutes an integral and inseparable part of this Ministerial Regulation.

Article 4

(1) According to this Ministerial Regulation, the Director General of Financial Balance on behalf of the Minister of Finance shall stipulate a Revised Budget Implementation Checklist for 2011 Fiscal Year in accordance with the provisions of legislation.

(2) The Revised Budget Implementation Checklist as referred to in paragraph (1) shall be submitted by the Director General of Financial Balance to the Director General of Treasury for endorsement as the implementation basis of the distribution of Forestry DBH SDA for 2011 Fiscal Year.

(3) Distribution procedures for Forestry DBH SDA as referred to in Article 2 shall be implemented in accordance with the provisions of legislation.

(4) In terms of over distribution of Forestry DBH SDA because the distribution of Quarter I and Quarter II for 2011 Fiscal Year, which is based on the estimated allocation, is larger than the realized revenue of Forestry DBH SDA for 2011 Fiscal Year, the distribution excess shall be calculated by a direct deduction in the transfer budget distribution to regions for the next fiscal year in accordance with the provisions of the legislation.

Article 5

This Regulation of the Minister of Finance shall
come into force on the date of its promulgation. For public cognizance, this Regulation of the Minister of Finance shall be promulgated by placing it in State Gazette of the Republic of Indonesia

Stipulated in Jakarta
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Signed,
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